The retirement of LIBOR and the adoption of SOFR in the U.S. in 2022 will likely affect trillions of dollars of financial transactions and involves a number of significant challenges. Credit basis risk, legal uncertainties, technological challenges and other factors could cause problems, but market participants are developing solutions.

Executive summary

- In the wake of the Great Financial Crisis, regulators recognized serious shortcomings in the widely used London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) benchmark. LIBOR had become problematic because it was not a rate derived from actual market transactions but rather an estimation of bank unsecured funding costs. It was also compromised due to the of the limited volume of transactions underpinning the index.
- In February 2014, the Federal Reserve convened the Alternative Reference Rate Committee (ARRC) to find a new benchmark. It decided on the Secured Overnight Funding Rate (SOFR), a broad measure of overnight Treasury-secured borrowing with over $900 billion in overnight transactions.
- Market participants have identified three main concerns with SOFR: It is volatile, there is significant credit basis risk between it and LIBOR and there is currently no term structure.
- Also, the transition itself, involving an estimated trillions of dollars of transactions, could cause technological, legal and logistical problems, especially concerning how LIBOR-benchmarked transactions can be transferred to SOFR.
- Work by industry groups is addressing some of these concerns, and regulators are heavily incentivized to avoid any market disruption during the transition to SOFR.
- SOFR has been slowly gaining traction as a benchmark since its April 2018 introduction with over $60 billion in transactions. Serious challenges remain, however, for it to effectively replace LIBOR.

LIBOR’s retirement rationale

In the wake of the Great Financial Crisis, the Financial Stability Board (FSB) and the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) recognized that a secular decline in unsecured short-term funding by banks posed a serious structural risk to the LIBOR benchmark rate. In response, they convened the Alternative Rates Reference Community (ARRC) to find an alternative benchmark.

Regulators and market participants decided to retire LIBOR for a number of reasons. First and foremost, is the limited volume of transactions underpinning the index; it is not truly a measure of banks’ unsecured funding costs. Banks now estimate their funding costs and report LIBOR spreads based on these estimations.
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Also, the rate has proven vulnerable to manipulation. Regulators have fined banks billions of dollars for “gaming the rate.” The ease with which banks did so caused LIBOR and the British Banker’s Association, the trade group that administered LIBOR until 2014, to lose credibility.

Nonetheless, there are currently trillions of dollars of assets benchmarked to LIBOR (market estimates as of year-end 2018). These include the entire $1.2 trillion leveraged loan market and $1.5 trillion in structured finance assets, including almost the entire $650 billion CLO market.

**SOFR’s challenges**

The proposed replacement, SOFR, is a broad measure of the cost of borrowing cash overnight collateralized by Treasury securities. SOFR is based on an estimated $900B in overnight transactions, satisfying the ARRC’s requirement that the replacement rate be robust. The New York Federal Reserve launched SOFR in April 2018, and a year later it had approximately $60 billion in issuance benchmarked to it. For example, issuers in that time have included Wells Fargo, MetLife, and RBC, as well as the US government sponsored agencies, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, being active. In addition, the CME has launched one- and three-month SOFR futures, providing the first chance to see what the term structure of the forward SOFR curve might look like.

Figure One shows the relationship between SOFR and Fed Funds. The first key takeaway is that SOFR does track Fed funds very closely. This would be expected given the high quality secured nature of the borrowing. However, it is a very volatile index, especially around quarter end. Banks tend to cut repo funding to clean up their balance sheet during quarter end, and that causes a spike in secured overnight funding. As the chart shows, at almost every quarter-end, there has been a pretty significant spike up.

**FIGURE 1: SOFR AND FED FUNDS**

This may provide an advantage for portfolio managers who buy SOFR-benchmarked securities before quarter-end. However, from a borrower’s perspective, the volatility and expense of this short-term hike in funding costs make SOFR an undesirable benchmark. Along with the volatility issue, there is a significant credit basis between LIBOR and SOFR because the former is unsecured and the latter is secured. And finally, there is no term structure for SOFR. Currently, only overnight SOFR is quoted whereas LIBOR is quoted on a one-week, one-month, three-month, and six-month basis, with three-month being the most popular.

Please note certain information in this presentation constitutes forward-looking statements. Due to various risks, uncertainties and assumptions made in our analysis, actual events or results or the actual performance of the markets covered by this presentation report may differ materially from those described. The information herein reflect our current views only, are subject to change, and are not intended to be promissory or relied upon by the reader. There can be no certainty that events will turn out as we have opined herein. Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future returns. Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, views and hypothetical models or analyses, which might prove inaccurate or incorrect.
Proposed solutions

Different asset class working groups involved in facilitating the transition—ISDA in derivatives; the LSTA in loans; and SFIG for structured products—identified three main issues regarding the transition from LIBOR to SOFR.

Frist, to smooth the volatility in SOFR some have advocated a three- to six-month compounded average. This compounded average could be calculated in advance of the reset or in arrears. This is not, however, a perfect solution. The borrower would not know the benchmark rate in advance if calculated in arrears. Conversely, if calculated in advance, the benchmark would not accurately reflect a forecasted change in SOFR. Still, compounded SOFR could potentially address the problem of the quarter end spikes and would only be necessary if a term curve does not develop.

Second, to compensate for the basis risk between the unsecured and secured benchmark rates, an average basis between SOFR and LIBOR could be calculated. This could be a three- to six-month look-back at the end of 2021. For example, if LIBOR was not quoted on January 1, 2022, the new benchmark basis would be SOFR plus the last three- to six-months’ average basis between LIBOR and SOFR in perpetuity. While that does not reflect LIBOR’s actual unsecured credit risk, it does compensate investors for some level of static credit risk going forward. Finally, with more robust issuance and increased futures volume, we do expect a term curve to be established prior to 2022.

Key transition risks

The LIBOR language in transactions is not uniform among asset classes or from asset to asset. In some cases it “freezes” LIBOR at the last quoted print. For example, on January 1, 2022, some of these floating rate assets would convert to fixed rate assets at the last LIBOR quoted rate for the remainder of their life. There is other fallback language that synthetically tries to recreate LIBOR by getting funding quotes from different banks. Yet, other transactions have language that, if LIBOR is not quoted, switches automatically to prime rate, which is very expensive relative to LIBOR.

In addition to the fallback language, basis risk between the assets of a deal and the liabilities (bonds) could be a risk. Under some circumstances, particularly in structured finance, assets of the deal may be quoted off one benchmark and the deal liabilities off another. This basis risk could affect the economics of the transaction and may threaten the ratings of the deal.

Finally, regarding technology risk, it must be acknowledged that the trustees who are charged with transferring the benchmarks will have thousands of transactions to process over to the new benchmark in a short amount of time.

There are a few remedies to these problems. The ARRC has recommended standardized LIBOR fallback language for new deals. While these guidelines may take some time to become standard, we expect that vast majority of new deals to have somewhat standardized fallback language well prior to 2021.

One of the solutions that the ARRC has proposed to limit basis risk are automatic triggers. These triggers automatically convert the benchmark on the liabilities when certain asset thresholds are met. For example, in CLOs, if the underlying leverage loans are more than 50% benchmarked to something other then LIBOR, the underlying CLO tranches will automatically convert to that benchmark.

Broadly speaking, the market should have adequate time to prepare for the transition; the SOFR market already exists. Most of the “plumbing” should be in place by the time the transition occurs. And finally, regulators appear to be heavily incentivized to avoid chaos during the transition. They recognize the importance of this benchmark and will be watching the transition very carefully.

Alternatives to SOFR

The FCA will no longer compel banks to submit LIBOR data after 2021, but banks may still voluntarily submit quotes. However given the litigation risk with estimating their funding costs, banks may not be incentivized to submit bids. Even so, ICE has put out “feelers” for quoting LIBOR after 2021. This may be necessary to facilitate the wind-down of a lot of legacy transactions that do not have effective fallback language. Any continued existence of LIBOR is not supposed to compete with SOFR, just allow for the orderly wind-down of older transactions.
In addition to SOFR, there have been some ideas discussed among fixed income market participants regarding alternatives:

**A commercial paper index.**
This would be an index of short-term commercial paper issued by banks.

**The Ameribor index.**
This reflects an actual quoted unsecured interbank borrowing rate used primarily by regional banks.

**Conclusion**

Well in advance of LIBOR’s expected discontinuation, we would advocate that investors be proactive in analyzing asset fallback language. It is our view that floating rate assets without precise alternative rate LIBOR fallback language may trade at a discount to floating rate assets with clear and precise alternative rate language. Additionally, assets that freeze LIBOR, or convert to another index, may have different characteristics and valuations post-LIBOR. For assets that do have precise fallback language, it’s imperative to stay abreast of the expected alternative rate and the economic and tax implications of the change to it. We prefer deals that automatically convert to new alternative rates and have imbedded triggers that limit basis risk. It is DWS’s belief that LIBOR could still exist at the end of 2021, but we are planning for a worst case scenario of a complete cessation of LIBOR in 2022.
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